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Abstract. The European Metrology Research Programme (EMRP) is currently funding project EMRPNEW04 on novel mathematical and statistical approaches to uncertainty evaluation. One focus of the
project is uncertainty evaluation in the context of regression and parametric inverse problems. The
development of methods for such problems will be carried out in close connection with four application
examples. Here we outline these application examples, and present some first results.

1 Introduction
Harmonized and reliable uncertainty evaluation is
fundamental to metrology. Without it, measurement
results cannot be compared among themselves, or made
traceable to primary standards provided by the National
Metrology Institutes (NMIs). In the 1990s the Guide to
the expression of uncertainty in measurement (GUM) [1]
was released that has meanwhile established a
harmonized evaluation of uncertainty in metrology.
To evaluate the uncertainty associated with an
estimate y of a measurand Y , a model of the form

Y = f ( X 1 , X 2 , K)

(1)

is central to the GUM. The quantities X 1 , X 2 , K are the
so-called input quantities. Model (1) is assumed to be
known a priori, and it is important that the model
contains all quantities that influence the uncertainty
associated with the resulting estimate of the measurand.
The rationale for using a model of the form (1) is the
assumption that prior to the analysis knowledge about the
input quantities is available, but not (directly) about the
measurand. The knowledge about the input quantities is
assumed to be expressed in terms of estimates and an
associated covariance matrix (GUM), or by a joint
probability density function (PDF) (GUM Supplements 1
a

and 2 [2, 3]). Model (1) is then used to propagate this
knowledge to the measurand, either through a
linearization using estimates and the covariance matrix as
in the GUM, or by (numerical) application of probability
calculus in the case of PDFs (GUM Supplements 1 and
2).
The assumptions underlying the GUM procedure are,
however, not always fulfilled. For example, prior
knowledge about the measurand may be given, or the
measurand is known to satisfy certain constraints (such as
non-negativity). Furthermore, a model of the form (1) in
which the measurand is a (unique) function of the input
quantities may not always be adequate. Regression and
parametric inverse problems are one particular exception.
Here one is faced with observation equations [4] rather
than with a model such as (1). There is thus a need for the
development of methods for uncertainty evaluation that
extend the present GUM and its supplements.
The European Metrology Research Programme
(EMRP) is currently funding project EMRP-NEW04 on
novel mathematical and statistical approaches to
uncertainty evaluation, and one task is the development
of such methods in the context of regression and
parametric inverse problems. This development will
largely be based on Bayesian methods (see, e.g., [5]), is
in accordance with the intended revision of the GUM [6],
and will be demonstrated by four application examples.
These examples comprise the analysis of ELISA
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(Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay) data, the
inference of thermophysical properties of materials, the
determination of calibration curves for flow meters, and
the analysis of digital polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
data. The first three applications include regression
problems, and the fourth application deals with a
parametric inverse problem. Here we introduce these
example applications, discuss the challenges for their
proper treatment, and present some first results for the
ELISA application.

and priors will be examined. Goodness-of-fit tests,
residual diagnostics and posterior model probabilities will
be used to judge the appropriateness of the likelihoods
and priors employed. Although generic, these methods
will be applied specifically to the case study of ELISA
tests and thereby improve their reliability and
comparability. Ultimately, our research will support
traceability in biochemistry and simplify decision-making
in medical diagnostics.

2 ELISA
ELISAs are biochemical tests applied to measure very
small concentrations using the highly specific bindings
between an antibody and its antigen [7]. Immunoassays
have a wide range of applications, for example, to detect
the presence of an infection, hormone or drug.
In fluorescent sandwich ELISAs the concentration of
a solution is estimated from a set of fluorescence
measurements that are generated by repeatedly diluting
and chemically preparing the original solution. To
determine the relation between concentration and
fluorescence intensity, a calibration is performed for each
ELISA, i.e. the same protocol steps are performed with a
solution of known concentrations.
The relation between concentration and fluorescence
intensity is often modeled by logistic functions. Figure 1
shows an example of ELISA calibration data, along with
a Bayesian inference of the relation between
concentration
and
fluorescence
intensity.
The
concentrations xi , i = 1,K , n , were treated as exactly
known, and the observed fluorescence intensity
measurements were modelled by a Gaussian distribution
with mean function

θ 2 − θ1
,
1 + ( xi / θ 3 )θ 4

(2)

V ( µ ) = diag( µ1 + µ 2 x1 , K , µ1 + µ 2 xn ) .

(3)

g i (θ ) = g ( xi , θ ) = θ1 +
and covariance matrix

For all parameters but θ1 flat nonnegative priors were
employed. The prior distribution for the upper asymptote
θ1 was constrained to be below an upper bound that was
informed by additional control samples. A Markov chain
Monte Carlo method was used to sample from the
posterior distribution of the parameters, and Figure 1
shows the logistic function obtained, cf. also [8].
Research within the project will formalize additional
and alternative prior knowledge into prior distributions,
and investigate the plausibility of these priors as well as
models such as that described above. The sensitivity of
resulting estimates and associated uncertainties to models

Figure 1. ELISA calibration data together with a Bayesian
inference. For the estimated relationship between fluorescence
intensity and concentration the solid line indicates the estimate
and the dashed lines the (pointwise) 95% credible intervals.

3 Flow meter calibration
A flow meter is a device for measuring the quantity of
fluid (e.g., water) transported through a pipeline, both
measured as transported volume in a given time and as
transported volume per unit of time (flow rate) [9]. A
flow meter has typically (at least) two outputs: one
analogue output for flow rate and one pulse or frequency
output for (total) volume. For the latter output a
conversion factor or pulse factor (often referred to as a
“K–factor”) is specified, meaning that one output pulse is
equivalent to a specified volume that has passed the
meter (e.g., 10 pulses/l or alternatively 100 ml/pulse). In
a flow meter calibration this pulse output is usually
calibrated, i.e., the pulse factor is the explained variable
in the regression model, and flow rate the regressor
variable. For these calibrated pulse factors a regression
curve is determined as a function of the (reference) flow
rate. This curve can then be used to correct the flow
meter reading at a measured flow rate. A model of the
form
r

k i = β 0 + β1qir1 + K + β p qi p + ε i ,

(4a)

iid

ε i ~ N (0, σ 2 )

(4b)

is often used to describe flow meter calibration
measurements. The k i , i = 1,K, n , denote measurements
of the K–factor for the corresponding flow rates qi , and

r1 ,K , r p denote powers (e.g., −1,1,2,3 ). The powers are
known from previous validation work. The reference in a
flow meter calibration can be a volume prover (often a
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steel cylinder of known volume), a vessel on a weighing
scale or another calibrated flow meter. Figure 2 shows
one example.
Initial research within the project will study model (4)
from a Bayesian point of view and compare the results
with those obtained using a classical approach. In a
further stage we may relax the conditions of model (4),
i.e. we will consider heteroscedastic models and allow for
temporal drifts of the regression curves. Prior knowledge
will be explored and exploited in a Bayesian inference for
the calibration model. Goodness-of-fit tests, residual
diagnostics and posterior model probabilities will be used
to judge the appropriateness of the likelihoods and priors
employed. A further challenge is statistical calibration
[10], i.e., the inverse use of the estimated calibration
model to predict the flow rate given observation(s) of the
K–factor.

Figure 3 shows the experimental layout in which a
measurement is made of the temperature rise on the back
face of a thin disk sample resulting from a short energy
pulse applied to the front surface. The sample is placed in
a furnace and isothermally heated to a uniform
temperature. Then, a short laser pulse irradiates one side
of the sample. The transient temperature rise on the
opposite face is measured by an infra-red detector and is
recorded as a function of time. The laser pulse should
have the same diameter as that of the sample, and its
duration should be extremely short in comparison to the
characteristic time of the subsequent heat diffusion in the
sample. To avoid the evaluation of the energy absorbed
into the sample, a thermogram is normalized to take
values in the interval [0,1] as illustrated by Figure 4.
The main focus of research will be the Bayesian
inference of a model for the thermogram. Like the ELISA
and the flow meter calibration problems this constitutes a
regression problem. However, in contrast to those
problems no analytical expression for the model is
available which makes difficult the numerical calculation
of posterior distributions. For this reason we will
therefore focus on a homoscedastic error model and
employ conjugate priors that facilitate the calculation of
the posterior. Both vague or almost noninformative priors
and informative prior distributions will be considered.

Figure 2. Example of flow meter calibration data and fitted
model curve.

4 Thermophysical properties
The flash (or laser flash) technique proposed by Parker et
al. [11] is now widely used by NMIs for the measurement
of thermal conductivity and thermal diffusivity. In this
application we focus on the measurement of thermal
diffusivity. The state of the art for this measurement
consists of the comparison using the least squares method
of an experimental thermogram and a theoretical one
obtained as a numerical solution of the heat equation,

λ

∂ 2T ( z , t )
∂z

2

+ Q = ρc p

∂T ( z , t )
.
∂t

Figure 3. Measurement layout of the laser flash method.

(5)

A single value (estimate) for the thermal diffusivity

a=

λ
ρc p

(6)

is obtained, so far without any information about its
associated uncertainty. An evaluation of measurement
uncertainty according to the GUM [1] may be performed
but it is not straightforward [12].

Figure 4. A normalized thermogram.
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5 Digital PCR
Digital PCR (dPCR) [13] is a relatively recent
measurement method for the absolute determination of
the copy number concentration in a DNA or RNA
sample. It is quite simple in principle, and works by
partitioning the sample into small volumes and taking
advantage of the resulting small-sample stochastic
variation.
Two major advantages are that no calibration data are
needed for the measurement, which is not the case with
methods such as real-time quantitative PCR (qPCR), and,
moreover, dPCR appears to offer better measurement
precision [14]. Typical applications are those involving
minority targets, for example single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs), mutations and the presence of
particular expressed genes in clinical samples [15].
The basic principle of the dPCR method is dilution of
the sample and partition of the reaction volume into small
enough wells so that some but not all wells will contain
one or more molecules. PCR amplification then produces
sufficient product to be detected via a fluorescent label,
and the sample can be quantified by counting the number
of partitions producing a positive response and applying a
correction for stochastic effects. Modelling the number of
molecules in a well as a Poisson variable relates the
probability p of observing a positive well response to the
sample concentration as

p = 1 − e −λ

(7)

where λ is the mean number of copies per well. An
estimate of p follows from the number of wells k showing
a positive signal response out of a total n, and by
rearranging Equation (7) we obtain an estimate λ̂ for λ
as follows:

λˆ = − ln(1 − k / n )

(8)

In this model, k follows a binomial distribution, and it
is implicitly assumed that if a molecule is present, a
positive signal will result. The sample concentration then
follows from the result of applying equation (8). Since
the mean and variance of the Poisson and binomial
distributions are well defined, estimates of the uncertainty
in λ̂ based on a GUM-type approach are fairly
straightforward to derive [16]. However, as more sources
of uncertainty are taken into account and as models
become more complex, different approaches to
measurement uncertainty become necessary.
We take a Bayesian approach to the analysis of the
dPCR method. In the simple case of direct copy number
measurement the likelihood function reads

(

l (λ ; k , n) ∝ 1 − e − λ

) (e λ )
k

−

n −k

(9)

which is just the probability mass function of a binomial
distribution with k out of n trials resulting in success,
1 − e − λ is the probability of success, and the normalizing
constant has been dropped. The likelihood (9) is of fairly
limited interest, but is useful to test the consistency of the
Bayesian approach with calculations based on existing
theory, and serves as a base upon which more complex
models can be constructed.
Within project EMRP-NEW04 we will compare the
above simple model with more complex likelihoods that
account for additional uncertainty sources. For instance,
we (i) will relax the assumption that all wells have the
same volume, (ii) account for small changes in the
nucleic acid sequences resulting in copy number
variation, and (iii) allow for simple failure to detect
signals (molecular dropout) whose treatment also requires
a duplex assay format. These models will be combined
with prior distributions we develop that account for
available knowledge about dPCR.

6 Summary and outlook
We have outlined the activities within EMRP project
NEW04 to develop methods for uncertainty evaluation in
regression and parametric inverse problems, and we have
introduced four example applications. For each of the
example applications particular challenges and directions
of future research were identified, and we have presented
first results for the ELISA application.
The four problems address both generic issues as well
as specific requirements of the applications. We believe
that project EMRP-NEW04 will advance reliable
uncertainty evaluation in metrology for regression and
parametric inverse problems, and that the case studies
produced by our applications will prove useful as
templates for other similar problems. The results will also
be offered to the JCGM Working Group on the
Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement to be
considered in the development of future supplements to
the GUM.
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